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More about Embedded Metal, More Blanks, and New Work 
 

July 4, 2021 
 
 
We recently shared some stories and workarounds about coping with embedded metal 
objects...mostly nails, but some memorable bolts, too.   Roy Holmberg added some 
new information we can all use, so check out page 3! 
 
Meanwhile, the lads have been busy with chainsaws. 
 

  
 
Bill Hopkins and Dan Aldridge teamed up for this load of avocado, and they’ll bring 
some to our July 17 meeting to share.   
 
Avocado dries rather quickly.  The pinkish wood oxidizes to a gold color.  Character is 
fairly plain in straight sections, but gaudy grain appears where it usually does...crotches 
and stress points...and some burls, too.  It’s a creamy pleasure to turn!  It doesn’t warp 
tremendously, but don’t procrastinate roughing out...this will check early in the heat.   
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Dan Aldridge is a monster log lugger, chain sawyer, blank cutter, and generous 
contributor.  He acknowledges, sheepishly, that as the years roll by, hefting 200 pound 
logs into a pickup is not so easy.  Dan found a solution to that. 
 

 
 
The Log Lifter is hefting a generator now, but it’s going to keep Dan in the blanks game! 
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More about coping with Metallic Surprises:  An Appendix to Rock Salt and Nailsi 
 
Roy Holmberg found “the prettiest piece of redwood burl I’ve ever seen” as a piece of a 
broken table at the Flea Market.  Two gnarly 3/8” lag bolts were broken off flush and 
stuck in the bottom. 
 
Roy spends as much time working metal as he does wood, so this was not too 
challenging.  He center-punched a dimple and then drilled a pilot hole into the broken 
bolts and then used his “Easy Outs” to simply unscrew them without making a mess of 
the adjacent wood.  The sequence below took just 5 minutes to complete!  
 
Roy also confides that he has a set of left handed, hardened drill bits.  He mentions that 
by using the left hand bit, the offending bolt will sometimes unscrew itself in the process. 
 

     
 

1. The challenge:  sheared off lag                                      2. Center punch a dimple 
 

 

     
3. Bore a pilot hole into the bolt                                      4. Insert Easy-Out and unscrew 
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5. Voila! 

 
 

 
Woodturner’s Dental Extraction Tools 

 
All three of these tools grip the shank of a nail firmly as you rock it on the curved 

contour...adding mechanical advantage for extraction.  They work lots better than plain 
pliers or crowbars.  Almost everybody has slip joint pliers. 
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Jennifer Joy joins Craig Wargon as recently joined Santa Cruz Woodturners with new 
lathes.  Both of these relatively new turners are also expert endurance bicyclists.   
 

 
 
Most of the motions at the lathe are choreographed:  gradual, smooth, controlled 
movements in multiple planes—not peremptory plunges and forced entry.  That’s the 
same idea guiding a bike with skinny tires around a tight downhill curve at 40 miles an 
hour.   
 
What I noticed with both Jen and Craig is their nearly instant grasp of using the strong 
core muscles to glide into these new movements without losing focus.   
 
 
We’ll be seeing early work from Jen and Craig at Show and Tell July 17! 
 
Turn the page for a few more teasers that we will finally be able to handle in person! 
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Morgan Taylor makes boxes, little 
boxes, little boxes made of...not what 
Pete Seeger would say next in that old 
song about San Francisco.   
 
Morgan’s threaded boxes feature 
beautiful, often exotic wood, but this 
may be his most ambitious yet for 
fingertip scale.   
 
Morgan calls this one his Oreo Box, and 
it just makes me want to go to the fridge 
for some ice cream. 
 
Maarten, your influence for things small 
and delicate is making us all smile.

 
 
Morgan uses a jig to cut his threads.   He writes:  There is no way I could have made 
the flat “Oreo” box by hand thread chasing.  You can’t create enough “relief” behind the 
threads to pull it off.  Hand chasers are not big enough to fit inside some small diameter 
boxes at all.  I was all fired up about hand chasing after watching Alan Batty’s YouTube 
video and then seeing John Wells’ demo.  I looked in Richard Raffan’s book about box-
making to get some tips on hand-chasing, and I found that the jig was the only thing he 
recommended.  After that, I did some on-line research about the jig Raffan suggested 
and bought it.   
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John Wells is recovering from shoulder surgery, which is one of the few things other 
than a catastrophic wildfire that can slow that man down. 
 
He completed these tan oak lampshades a short while before his injury. 
 

 
 
Get well fast, John, and then would you show us how you did these? 
 
 
 
Maarten Meerman floats above international borders, something that I suppose comes 
naturally if you design satellites for a living, speak all those languages, and look at the 
world from above without artificial borders.   
 

          
 
Maarten writes:  Congratulations to the team from St. Thomas More Collegiate in 
Burnaby, B.C., for winning the inaugural Canadian CanSat Design Challenge!   
 
Maarten, naturally, turned the trophy. 
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Our club shares a lot of Intelligence about downed trees.  Dwain Christensen 
discovered this venerable Bay Laurel in Felton, and while the tree company scored the 
trunk, Dwain secured the stump, and we cut it up.  Here’s my first finished effort from 
that bounty.  I can hardly wait to see what Dwain makes! 
 

 
 
 
 
That’s a wrap for Episode #37.  Hope to see you on July 17!  Bring more than one Show 
and Tell!  We’re all hungry to see those in “the flesh!”  
 
 
 
 
 
Wells Shoemaker  
 
President, Santa Cruz Woodturners 
 
 
Copyright 2021 
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       Whew!
 

 
i Rock Salt and Nails is a song written by Utah Phillips 50 years ago.  I first heard it when Joan Baez 
covered it back before I had any gray hair.  The song doesn’t have anything to do with the lathe, but nails 
surely do on bad days.  It is a mournful song about betrayal, which is the way I feel sometimes when my 
chainsaw or the gouge finds a fat nail in the wood.  WS 


